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Abstract: 

Personality disorders have a high prevalence among 
prisoners worldwide. Yet, in prisoners with associate 
degree Antillean Caribbean background, psychological 
disorder rates area unit low in all probability thanks to 
a scarcity of standardized temperament tests within the 
Amerind of Papiamento that to render objective 
diagnoses. This additionally encompasses a nice 
potential to end in inappropriate treatment and 
negative interaction. Therefore, in hopes of proving 
higher nosology and treatment and fill this absence, the 
aim of this text is to explain a study of the 
effectiveness and connection of a typical psychological 
disorder diagnostic interview translated into 
Papiamento. Methods: The Dutch temperament form 
was translated to  

 

Papiamento by 2 freelance specialists and retranslated 
into Dutch by 2 alternative freelance specialists. 
Prisoners having each folks born in island, UN agency 
had been detained for a minimum of eighteen days by 
the Judicial cell of the Caribbean Holland in island, 
throughout the amount from Jan one, 2013 to national 
holiday, 2014 were examined mistreatment this form. 
Results: there have been twenty three Papiamento 
speaking prisoners assessed mistreatment the 
translated Dutch temperament form throughout the 
study amount. There was a sufficient  internal 
responsibility and a validity of the mental testing. 
Preliminary norms to be used of the NPV in 
Papiamento were additionally enclosed. Conclusion: 
the employment of the NPV in Papiamento could 
result in additional valid results concerning the rates of 
temperament disorders among Carib prisoners, and 
well as improved treatment. Future analysis ought to  

 

 

embody larger numbers of participants. temperament 
disorders area unit extremely prevailing among 
prisoners [1-4]. In prisoners with a Caribbean cultural 
background, temperament disorders area unit less oіen 
diagnosed than in alternative ethnic teams [5-7]. It 
remains unclear if this reflects associate degree 
underdiagnosis or a really lower prevalence [8]. Ethnic 
minorities living within the Holland tend to get less 
favourably on temperament questionnaires compared 
to native Dutch subjects [9,10]. Нe diٔوerences will be 
explained by cultural diٔوerences, degree of 
acculturation, level of education, and quantity of your 
time spent within the Holland. All suspects born or 
raised on the island of island, with folks born on island 
staying between Jan one, 2013 and national holiday 
2014 at the native jail (Justitiële Instelling Caribisch 
Nederland locatie Bonaire; JICN), were approached to 
participate Dіer eighteen days of Нe analysis 
population encompasses a mean age of twenty eight.7 
(SD=11.6), twenty participants have a permanent 
resident. Нe majority finished grammar school, is 
single, and no participants area unit married. Twelve 
of the twenty four participants area unit initial 
oٔوenders, whereas the opposite [*fr1] seasoned 2 or 
additional detentions. Fourteen out of twenty four 
participants area unit dependent of drugs like alcohol, 
marihuana, or cocaine. Four participants use alcohol 
solely and seven use marihuana solely. One participant 
uses a mix of alcohol and marihuana, one participant 
uses a mix of marihuana and cocain, and one uses a 
mix of alcohol, marihuana, and cocain. Eleven 
participants had been at leisure before being 
incarcerated, five had a permanent job, and eight had 
project-based work while not being employed; within 
the native language, this is often noted as ‘kue job. Нe 
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participants’ functioning in standard of living before 
being detained was assessed with the BFIS. DE BFIS 
assesses functioning in standard of living supported 
fifteen major life activities like, as an example “the 
person’s home life with his/her immediate family”, “in 
finishing chores at home”, and, “managing his/her 
social unit, in his/her work or occupation”, “in his/her 
relationships with friends”, “in any instructional 
activities”, and “in caring for him-/herself daily”. a 
better score on a scale or the BFIS suggests that a 
better level of practical impairment. 

 


